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Introduction

Have you felt that you were lazy?

pressed for time

Putting off work

Being truant from studying
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The reason people can be lazy

Miller (2015, para. 3) stated,

(potentially threatening to others by your success)

(disorder of communication with others)

・Fear of failure

・Fear of success

・Desire for nurture

・Fear of expectations

・Passive-aggressive communication

・Need for relaxation

・Depression



The reason people can be lazy

Rare case

Rare case

Rare case

Need to increase motivation

In daily life of university student…

Fear of failure

Fear of success

Desire for nurture

Fear of expectations

Passive-aggressive communication

Need for relaxation

Depression✔

✔

✔



The reason people can be lazy

Burdon (2014) stated,

・it is “deemed painful to expand effort on long term.”
(Burdon, 2014, para. 16).

・fear and hopelessness

We must trust returns of our actions that are both 
distant and uncertain.



The reason people can be lazy
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Anxiety

Worry
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According Csikszentimihayli
(1998, p. 31, and see 
Figure1)

The condition of this range causes laziness.



Reviewing my score

2016 GPA Major classes Other classes Experiment Part time job

1st semester 1.45 9 3 1 ○

2nd semester 3.46 7 2 1 ×

My University Grade Point Average (GPA) Scores for The Second Year



My schedule of this year

2017 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

1 English English

2 Major Major
Meeting of 

Laboratory

3 Major Major Major

Experiment4 Major Major

5

My University Class Schedule for First Term of The Third Year



Reflection and counterplan

Taking on mass problems

Fear and depression

Dividing them 
to the size we can manage

Making a plan and carrying it as scheduled



Reflection and a Counterplan

In this process of making a plan, there are two points I should be careful about. 

・Dispersing quantity of work

・Having a lot of extra time

I don’t need to be frightened if I divide the mass problems into manageable sections.

Having plenty of time produces emotional leeway.



Bad process

Conclusion

mass task 
and problem

Fear and
depression Laziness

We have to divide the work 
into small sections

Making a plan
and managing it

We can overcome laziness !
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Q ＆ A



Thank you for listening!


